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                                                       Question 1

Windco manufactures and installs insulated window-frame units.  Installation
comprises about 15% of Windco’s total price for the units.

Sam, a commercial builder, saw a Windco advertisement and mailed an order for
thirty window frames, at $100 per frame, for a total order of $3,000.  He also wrote
on his order, “Must have your guarantee of installation within 15 days due to
construction deadlines.”

Windco immediately sent Sam an “Acknowledgment of Order,” listing the windows
and price as per Sam’s order, and including a $200 shipping charge.  Shipping
costs are customarily borne by the buyer of window-frame units.  At the bottom of
the Windco form was printed the following: “Installation guaranteed within 60 days.”
Also printed in bold and conspicuous type was the following: “All warranties of
merchantability and fitness are hereby expressly disclaimed.”  Finally, the form
stated, “Contract of Sale Subject to Terms Contained Herein.”

Windco installed the windows 55 days after the order was placed and Sam incurred
several delay-related expenses.  Windco later submitted a bill for the full amount
shown on the “Acknowledgment of Order” form.  Sam refused to pay the $200
shipping charges.  He also discovered that because of a manufacturing defect, the
glass in the windows did not fit snugly, permitting rain to leak through.

Windco sued Sam for the full price shown on the “Acknowledgment of Order” form.
Sam counterclaimed against Windco for damages resulting from the delayed
installation and unmerchantable quality of the windows.

How should the court rule on Windco’s and Sam’s actions?  Discuss.
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Answer A to Question 1

1. Windco v. Sam – Full Price

Windco is suing on the contract (K) and must first show that all enforceable K was
formed, i.e., mutual assent, consideration & no defenses to K formation.

A. Mutual assent.

1. Offer.

a. Advertisement.  An advertisement is generally not an offer
absent an identified group of offerees to which the ad is
communicated, quantity & subject matter.  Here, the ad is likely
not the offer.

2. Sam’s writing.  An offer is a manifestation of present interest
to be bound to sufficiently definite essential terms.  Sam’s
writing contained quantity (30), subject matter (window
frames), price ($100 each) and his identity.  His note to have
installation within 15 days manifested his intent to be bound.
This was an offer.

2. Acceptance.

a. Governing law.  Acceptance and terms included turn on
governing law.  Here 85%, or the main purpose of the K,
involved the sale of goods.  Goods are moveable personal
property; here, window frames.  Sale of goods are governed by
UCC.

b. Acknowledgment of Order.  An acceptance is a manifestation
by the offeror of present intent to be bound to the terms of the
offer.  Here, Windco sent an acknowledgment of order.
Typically, an acknowledgment of receipt of order is not
sufficient manifestation to be bound, so this was not
necessarily an acceptance.  However, UCC permits
acceptance by any reasonable means.

c. Installing.  Therefore, the fact that Windco performed and
installed the frames will be Windco’s acceptance, because
acceptance can be made by conduct.

3. Terms.

a. Merchants.  A merchant is one who deals in the course of
business with goods of the kind or holds himself out as having
special skills in the area.  Here, Windco was in the business of
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window frames, i.e., a merchant, and Sam was a commercial
builder.  Sam was a merchant, because he regularly dealt with
and had skills in the area of windows.  UCC’s merchant-to-
merchant rules will apply.

b. New terms between merchants.  Between merchants, new and
additional terms are included in the agreement unless: the
offer was expressly conditional upon the offeror’s terms, or
acceptance was limited to the terms of the acceptance or the
offeree objects to the new terms within 10 days.

(i) Sam’s written note - Time for performance.
Here, Sam will argue that his “must have guarantee - - -
within 15 days...” was a term on which his offer was
expressly conditioned, and that therefore Windco’s
change to “within 60 days” is not included.  However,
Windco will argue that Sam’s wording did not say:
“expressly conditional upon” or “offer limited to . . .” &
that Sam’s words were only a desire, not an express
condition.  Windco will likely prevail & the term is 60
days for installation.

(ii) Shipping charge & parol evidence.
Windco will argue that its additional term “$200 shipping
charge” was included, because Sam didn’t object within
10 days.  In support, Windco will offer parol evidence of
the custom in the industry that shipping is borne by the
buyer (here: Sam). 

Sam will say that oral evidence of prior or
contemporaneous terms are not
admissible if the writing was fully integrated.  Sam will
also argue that the additional $200 is material &
onerous & changed the bargain & that therefore the
$200 is not included.

Windco will however be able to introduce oral evidence
to explain & clarify what the
shipping term was intended to be and what is
customary in the trade, as such explanatory evidence is
not barred by the parol evidence rule.  Also, $200 on
top of $3,000 total is not a material additional charge,
so Windco will likely prevail & the $200 term is included.

B. Consideration is the bargained-for exchange of acts or promises incurring a
benefit as well as new legal detriment to both parties.  Here, Sam obtained
goods (benefit) in exchange for having to pay Windco (new detriment).  Vice
versa for Windco.
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1. Promissory estoppel.  If for any reason an enforceable K is not found,
promissory estoppel is a substitute where one party has reasonably
relied to his detriment on the other’s promise.  Here, Windco went
ahead with the installation & supplied the frames.  Doing so, it
detrimentally relied on Sam’s promise.

Consideration or its substitute existed.

C. Defenses to Formation

1. Statute of Frauds (SOF).  SOF requires Ks for goods valued at $500
or more to be in a sufficient writing.  Here, the K was for a total of
$3,000 and had to be in writing.  Since Sam is the one to be charged
the $200 in dispute, his signature was required by SOF, but the “Ack
of Order” was on Windco letterhead.

a. Merchant’s confirming memo.  Where one merchant sends the
other a memo confirming an agreement that the other has
reason to know of and understand, the memo suffices as a
writing under SOF even if not signed by the one to be charged.
Here, since the Ack of Order contained subject matter
(windows), identity of the parties, price & Windco’s signature
(or on Windco’s letterhead), SOF is satisfied.

b. Divisible K.  It can also be argued that the contract was a
sequence of contracts, each for $100, and that each such K
therefore was not within SOF.  The $200 would then be for
installation services (governed by common law; not UCC)
which do not fall within the SOF goods provision.  Since the
services were to be provided within one year (here: within 60
days), that SOF provision also doesn’t require a writing signed
by Sam.

An enforceable K was formed with terms $200 shipping &
installation within 60 days.

D. Recovery.

1. Expectation interest.  Windco will recover its expectation interest, i.e.,
the price it expected to obtain under the contract, which was $3,000
+ $200 shipping.  Even if the court decides the $200 term was not
part of the K, Windco will get $3,000.

2. Consequential & Delay damages.  It W can show that it suffered
damages as a consequence of not receiving Sam’s payment on time,
it will be awarded also consequential damages, i.e., those amounts
reasonably foreseeable to flow from Sam’s breach at K formation
time.  Here, since Sam is refusing only to pay the $200 (not the
$3,000), consequentials shouldn’t apply.
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II. Sam v. Windco.

A. Recovery

1. Consequentials.  If the court finds that the time to performance was
within 15 days, then Sam will recover consequentials (defined supra).
Delay damages that both parties knew or should have known would
result from Windco’s failure to install timely would be recoverable.

B. Breach of implied warranty.

Each product put into the stream of commerce carries an implied warranty
that the goods are suited for their ordinary use.  Here, window frames should
be suited for use when it’s raining, i.e., not leak[ing].

1. Parties.  Plaintiff must be a purchaser or user.  Here, Sam was the
purchaser of the windows.  Defendant must be one generally in the
commercial supply chain.  Here, Windco was (see supra under
merchants).  The parties are proper.

2. Merchantable.  Defined supra.  The product was defective due to a
manufacturing defect in that the glass didn’t fit properly; thus not fit for
ordinary use (not merchantable).

3. Defenses.  Windco will assert that it disclaimed all warranties of
merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose.  Such a
disclaimer is effective if conspicuous, as here printed in bold.  Sam
will however argue his purpose for entering into the K was to obtain
windows that were functional and that Windco will be unjustly
enriched if allowed to not compensate him so he can obtain other
substitute goods (to “cover”) & be reimbursed by Windco for his
expenses therefor.

4. Perfect tender rule.  Under the UCC, where goods are to be delivered
in a single delivery, the buyer (here: Sam) has a right to obtain
perfectly conforming goods.  Even though Sam didn’t discover the
defect (non-conformity) of the goods until later, he can still reject the
lot, accept the lot or any portion thereof, upon timely notice to Windco.
If Windco still has time under the contract (5 days left from 55 to 60
days) to perform it has a right  to cure by replacing the windows.
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Answer B to Question 1

WINDCO v. SAM

Does the UCC Apply?

The UCC applies to all contracts for the sale of goods.  Goods are moveable,
tangible property.

Here, the subject matter is shown to [be] predominately goods because “installation
comprises 15% of Windco’s total price.”

Therefore, the UCC applies.

Merchants?

A merchant is one who regularly deals in goods of this kind or who, by his
occupation, has some special skill or knowledge as to this type of goods.

Here, “Windco manufactures and installs insulated window-frame units” and Sam,
“a commercial dealer,” likely has special knowledge of windows.

Therefore, both parties are merchants.

Valid Contract

In order to determine if any rights exist we first must determine if there is a valid,
enforceable contract.  A contract consists of an offer, acceptance, consideration and
lack of formation defenses.

Offer

An offer is manifestation of present contractual intent, communicated to an
identified offeree, containing definite and certain terms.

Here, Windco’s ad will be considered only an invitation to accept offers.  When Sam
mailed  this order form he made an offer to Windco, containing terms (30 window
frames @$100/frame).  A reasonable person would believe Sam made a
commitment to enter a contract because of this information.

Therefore, there is a valid offer.

Acceptance and Acceptance With Addition[al] Terms UCC2-207

An acceptance is an unequivocal assent to the terms of a[n] offer, unlike common
law, where the acceptance must be the “mirror image.”  The UCC allows additional
terms.
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At issue here are the terms Sam first added to his offer guaranteeing installation
within 15 days.  Windco’s acknowledgment of order altered this term guaranteeing
installation “within 60 days.”  As between merchants any additional term will become
part of the contract unless the contract limits it to its own terms, there is an objection
within 10 days, or the term materially alters the contract.

Here, while Sam wanted installation within 15 days, the question arises if this
qualifies as a time is of the essence condition.  Because Sam did not object upon
receiving Windco’s acceptance with additional terms, it likely will be held that this
is not a material term.  And this term will become part of the contract.

Shipping cost language will not be a material term as “shipping costs are
customarily borne by the buyer.”

Warranty disclaimers are valid if conspicuous and use the term merchantability.

Therefore, unless a court finds the installation date guaranty to be a material term,
all of these terms will become part of the contract.

Consideration

Consideration is a legally sufficient, bargained-for exchange.

Here, there appear to be no consideration issues as Sam is to pay money, Windco
is to provide window frames which neither were legally obligated to do.

Defenses-Statute of Frauds (SOF)

Under the statute of frauds certain contracts must be evidenced by a writing to be
enforceable.  Contracts for goods of $500 or more fall under the statute of frauds.

Such contracts can be taken out of the statute of frauds by performance.  Facts
here state “Windco installed the windo[ws].”  Therefore, this contract can be taken
out of the SOF.

In any case, because there are documents authenticated by both parties (mail order
form by Sam & acknowledgment of order by Windco) that are writings sufficient to
bring the contract within the statute of frauds.

Therefore, the statute of frauds will no[t] prevent this contract from being
enforceable.

Unconscionability

Unconscionability arises if there can be shown both procedural and substantive
unconscionability.

Here, Windco’s form stated “contract of sale subject to terms herein.”  Sam may
attempt to claim this is substantively unconscionable, however to be procedurally
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unconscionable a party must show a lack of bargaining power.  Nothing in the facts
indicates that Sam could not have purchased window frames elsewhere.  Further,
to be substantively unconscionable the term must be one-sided.  On these facts
there is no indication Windco was greatly or significantly in a position to make such
a windfall.

Therefore, unconscionability will fail as a defense.

There is a valid enforceable contract.

Terms and Conditions

As shown above Windco performed by installing the windows.  This condition
precedent was fulfilled.  It therefore falls upon Sam to meet his obligation or be in
breach.

Breach

When one does not fulfill their obligation under a contract or excuse a condition they
are in breach.

Here, Sam’s refusal to pay the $200 shipping fee is a breach.  As noted above, this
term became part of the contract because as shown by the usage in trade such a
cost is “borne by the buyer.”  Sam must pay the $200.  

At issue here is the disclaimer of warranty discussed above.  Often disclaimers of
warranty can be material.  However, as shown above, this disclaimer met the
requirement of “bold & conspicuous” type and expressly mentioned “merchantability
and fitness.”

Therefore, Sam will have no claim under either warranty or merchantability claim or
a warranty of fitness for a particular purpose.  In fact, Sam did not indicate a
particular purpose at time of contracting so as to become a basis of the bargain.

Remedies

As discussed above, Windco will receive the full contract price plus the $200
shipping fee.

However, if Sam can demonstrate that the late installation did cause the “several
delay-related expenses” th[at] he claims this will be considered a minor breach
(usually timely performance is not a major breach and, as shown above, this
contract does not qualify as a “time is of the essence” contract).

Therefore, Sam will be able to offset the delay-related costs against the contract
price, thus reducing his payment by that amount, because Windco will be found to
have substantially performed.  The court abhors a waste and will reduce Sam’s debt
by the difference between what the building now is worth and what it would have
been worth if the contract was fulfilled as expected.


